MAP TO CROWS NEST RANCH
9825 Woodview Drive, College Station, Texas
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DIRECTIONS
The Gladysz/Bluemel residence (Crows Nest Ranch) can be reached by car in two different ways:
The longer way, which leads to the formal front entrance of residence, involves taking Hardy
Weedon Road off of State Highway 30. Woodview is a left turn about three miles up—the
second left after a 4‐way stop. However, it degrades into a dirt road that would cause some
to pause. If you persevere, you will find a paved driveway at about the halfway point of
the loop. Access is via a keypad (currently 4663). The driveway has parking for about four
cars, but there are a dozen+ spaces on the curb outside the gate.
The shorter and quicker way, which leads to the ranch entrance, involves taking Elmo Weedon
Road (an extension of Harvey Road), which also conncts to State Highway 30. The speed limit
is 55, and the police occasionally radar patrol. After about three miles, soon after Steep
Hollow Road intersects on the left, there is a sharp “S” curve. At the second bend, angle onto
an asphalt drive that is marked by our cattle brand ( ). The ranch has twenty feet of frontage
here, and the road continues past two residences (left), and then to a cattle guard, for which
the gate is usually closed. There are 25‐30 cattle delocalized over 55 acres behind this gate,
which means there is a rather low probability of an encounter, but keep an eye out for the
bull, Mad Moses. Park about 250 yards down on the left side of the road. This area can easily
hold twenty cars, and the house is 25 yards to the right. If you reach the horse stables or the
oil well, you have gone too far.

